
Why Cheata Bikes?

Compare Cheata Bikes to other motor bicycles:

2-CyCle 4-CyCle eleCTRIC

Noisy & Rough Pleasing Sound & Smooth Quiet & Smooth

Mix Gas & Oil 
Messy & Risky

Gas Only 
easy

6-8 Hours Charge Time
long Wait

Smokey Virtually Smoke Free —

100 Miles per Gallon 150 Miles per Gallon 10-15 Mile Range
on (1) charge

25 MPH 30 MPH 15-25 MPH

less Reliable
Hard Starting

excellent Reliability
easy Starting

Battery & Motor 
expensive to Replace

Requires Clutch Automatic Automatic

$1,295+ $1,595+ $1,900+

CHeATA BIKeS  /  MIlWAUKee, WI & lAGUNA BeACH, CA  /  414.807.7284  /  CHeATABIKeS.COM

Motorized bikes are legal in almost all states. Most laws stipulate that any motorized vehicle under 50cc is legal to operate  
without a license, registration, or insurance.

DISCLAIMER: Operating this motorized bicycle involves risk of bodily injury. Buyer accepts responsibility for any and all vehicle operation 
that may lead to personal injury, economic loss, social distress, other losses, costs and damages. Cheata Bikes is not responsible for 
injuries and/or damages resulting from operating this motorized bicycle or bicycle engine kit. This kit is not recommended for use by 
persons under 16 years of age. Obey all traffic regulations. Always wear a helmet while riding. Remember that you are riding a motorized 
bicycle and other traffic may not be able to see you. Never operate your motorized bicycle on a pedestrian through way or sidewalk while 
the engine is running. Never operate our motorized bicycle in an unsafe manner. Check local and state laws before riding on streets.

GO BACK TO CHeATA BIKeS

Cheata Bikes are equipped with the highest quality 
49cc, 4-cycle engines. The engines are street legal in 
most states (check your local laws for legalities).

ADVANTAGES OF THE 4-CYCLE ENGINE...

A 4-cycle engine requires no gas and oil mix.  
This means you just fill the tank with gas and go!  
The Cheata Bike is fuel-efficient and emission 
compliant in most states. It is also fully automatic!  
You can even choose to pedal your bike and when  
you want to engage your engine, just give it gas and  
go! To power off, simply release throttle and push  
the kill switch. Cheata Bikes use engine-mounting  
dampers to further reduce vibration. Mobil One 
synthetic oil is the exclusive oil of the Cheata Bike. 
There’s no better oil available.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH A 2-CYCLE ENGINE?

Beware of 2-cycle motors because they are inefficient, 
noisy, and have greater vibration and heat. They also 
require the operator to use a clutch, mix gas and oil at 
every fill-up and are not emission compliant in most 
states. In addition, the exhaust produces a lot  

of smoke and smell. 2-cycle engines also require 
constant maintenance and tuning.

HOW DOES AN ELECTRIC BIKE COMPARE?

There is no comparison! Electric bikes are more 
expensive and don’t have the sound or feel of the  
Cheata Bike. Your ride-time is limited by battery  
charge (sometimes less than 3.5 hours.) Recharging 
can take up to 8-10 hours. Who needs to wait to ride? 
Battery replacement is expensive and electric bikes  
just don’t stand up to the elements like a Cheata Bike.

OTHER CHEATA BIKE ADVANTAGES...

Cheata Bikes are built by hand and use high-end 
bicycle parts. Most owners are able to modify and 
maintain their own bicycles with ease. Compared to  
the moped, for example, if you need a brake job, you  
will need to take it into a repair shop. Cheata Bikes  
can be taken to nearly any local bicycle shop or our 
retail facility. Brakes run around $10 and install in  
less than 10 minutes. Easy maintenance equals  
years of riding fun!

http://www.cheatabikes.com
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